Abstract As WSNs(Wireless Sensor Networks) are being deployed widely in diverse application areas, their management and maintenance become more important. Recent sensor node software takes modular software architectures in pursuit of flexible software management and energy efficient reprogramming. To realize an flexible and efficient modular architecture particularly on resource constrained mote-class sensor nodes that are implemented with MCUs(Micro-Controller Units) of a single address space. an appropriate module linking model is essential to resolve and bind the inter-module global symbols. This paper identifies a design space of module linking model and respectively their implementation frameworks. We then establish a taxonomy for module linking models by exploring the design space of module linking models. Finally, we suggest an implementation framework respectively for each module linking model in the taxonomy. We expect that this work lays the foundations for systematic innovation toward more flexible and efficient modular software architectures for WSNs.
A modular software architecture provides a promising solution to efficient software management and maintenance [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . A modular architecture disintegrates the node software suite into a set of independent module; A module encapsulates individual software element such as the OS kernel, the network stack, and an application, and is coupled with Above two attributes provide a simple, but comprehensive framework for classifying linking models because they encompass the effective design space.
According to this framework, we can identify four linking models.
Implementation frameworks
This section presents the implementation framework for each module linking model exposed by our taxonomy, detailing the development method and memory model for binding environments as well as relative advantages and disadvantages. [10] C. Han, R. Kumar, R. Shea, E. Kohler, and • 
Offline direct module linking(OFD)
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